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Abstract
The connection between dispersion relations and the solutions of the 
original partial differential equations in finite systems, involving mixed 
boundary conditions, is discussed. To illustrate this connection, a generalized 
wave equation is employed, which can exhibit four common forms of dispersion 
relations. These four cases are examined to illustrate the modifications 
arising from finite system, possible misconceptions concerning dispersion 
relations, and the role of retarded (causal)) boundary conditions in classify­
ing instabilities. Some mathematical problems of analysis, which apparently 
have yet to be solved, are also noted.
Dispersion Relations and Mixed Boundary Value Problems
I . Introduction
The dynamical properties of many systems are predicted by studies 
based on systems of linear partial differential equations (such as the hydro- 
dynamic equations). One of the primary questions of interest is the response 
of the system to either an initial perturbation in space or to an applied 
temporal disturbance at some point in space. A common approach to such 
questions is to consider a plane wave solution of the form u (x»t) =
j
a . exp i(kx - ujt), and to investigate the resulting dispersion relation,
D(k,tu) = 0, required for a nontrivial solution. The connection between the 
dispersion relation and the original question of the response of the system 
has been the subject of numerous studies in recent y e a r s . T h e s e  studies 
were necessary since, as had been appreciated for many y e a r s t h e  plane 
wave approach does not represent a well-formulated mathematical procedure for
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solving the original system of equations. The resulting ambiguities in the
interpretation of the dispersion relation have been clarified by reintroducing
appropriate initial or boundary conditions, which leads to a well-formula ted
problem with unambiguous results. The conclusions reached in this way are only
appropriate for infinite physical systems which have no spatial boundaries to
influence initial perturbations. Therefore, the conclusions one can obtain for
( 2 )real finite systems are largely conjectural^ J and - more importantly - difficult 
to understand on the basis of existing analyses.
To obtain any meaningful appreciation for the behavior of finite 
systems, it is necessary to consider the nature of solutions satisfying mixed 
boundary conditions (e,g,, at x = 0, t > 0 and at t = 0, x > 0), The general 
nature of solutions satisfying such conditions is fairly well known^ ’^ .
Of particular interest here, however, is how these solutions relate, or fail 
to relate to the dispersion relation with either real k or real uj (corresponding 
to the initial spatial or temporal boundary condition). More specifically, 
we shall illustrate the relationship between the plane wave solutions and the 
general solutions satisfying mixed boundary conditions, and demonstrate the 
regions of space-time in which individual plane waves can generally exist,
The detailed properties of mixed boundary value problems, with their accompany­
ing transient effects, are notoriously complicated and can not be discussed 
fully without solving particular systems of equations. Hence, in the present 
study, we shall simply illustrate the above connections with the aid of a 
particularly simple system of equations. These equations, together with the 
proper mathematical and physical (retarded) boundary conditions, are discussed 
in the next section. While these equations are relatively simple, they are
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sufficiently flexible to yield four common types of dispersion relations, 
which can then be examined in detail (vis a vis general solutions)„ Many 
features of these equations are, of course, common to more general systems of 
partial differential equations. These points are discussed briefly in section 
3, In section 4, each of the four types of dispersion relations are considered 
in turn. The objective of these examples is to clarify the influence of mixed 
boundary conditions, to discuss a number of possible misconceptions which one 
may be inclined to conclude from dispersion relations, to illustrate improper 
and advanced boundary conditions, and to illustrate methods of analysis. In 
a sense these examples simply contain a listing of possible pitfalls which, 
hopefully, are useful for developing an intuition for more complicated 
problems,
II, The Generalized Wave Equation (GWE)
Systems of linearized equations, such as hydrodynamic (or "moment”) 
equations, are first order partial differential equations with real character­
istics ("hyperbolic" equations), In order to obtain unstable systems it is 
usually necessary to consider four or more such coupled equations, with the 
accompanying multiple boundary conditions. Instead, we shall consider the 
following pair of equations
Su1 Bu,
s r + ci s r + biu2 ■ 0 (la)
_^2
dt °2 Bx b2ul 0 (lb)
The constants (ci>bi) may be positive or negative. The following single second
order equation may be obtained from (1)
^h + ci b  (k-  c2& - b5u(x>t) ■0 <2>
where b = b^b^ and u = a^u^ + a2U2° Equation (2) reverts to the usual wave
/ ^ \
equation if and b = 0, so it is usually referred to as the general­
ized wave equation (GWE)„
If b^ = = 0, equation (1) has the simple general solution
u^x, t) = f(x-c.^t), u^Cxjt) = g(x + c^t) „ This shows that (u^,u;p represent
disturbances traveling with velocities ( c ^ - c 2 ) , and the terms b_^  couple
these disturbances. Depending on the signs of (c^,c2) these disturbances may
travel in the same or opposite directions. The simple form of (1) (known as 
(4)
a normal form) is, unfortunately, not overly common - except in the 
mathematical literature. This form has the considerable advantage that the 
Cauchy boundary conditions required for a unique solution are known - as will 
be noted below.
The dispersion relationship for (1) (or (2)) is obtained by 
substituting uj (x, t) = a^exp i(kx - ujt) , which yields
D(k,u>) s (u,-Clk) (ujfc2k) + b = 0 (3)
which has the roots
03 cl’c2 2, 2+ (k) = 2 k ± h j (c-j^+c2) k - 4b (4)
c - c
k ± (U,) = “ -  2 ^  m + 4Clc2b (if Clc2 )C 0)
If either c^ or c2 vanishes, there is only one k(u)) root, given by (3).
While (4) is relatively simple (in contrast to higher order differential equa­
tions), it has the flexibility to yield four common possibilities depending on
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the sign of and b. These four possibilities, together with these usual
interpretations^’^  are listed in Fig, 1 . In these figures, only the real 
part of a) is plotted for real values of k.
The subject of the proper boundary conditions (assuring a unique
solution) for systems of hyperbolic equations is not as simple as one might
(4)expect . Fortunately, for the normal system (1), the answer is well, known 
(see below). An important additional point to be considered is the meaning of 
a stable system. This can not be decided independently of the boundary condi­
tions since any system can have unbounded solutions if unbounded boundary 
conditions may be imposed. As a starting point one might define an unstable 
system to be one which has unbounded solutions for some set of proper boundary 
conditions which are all bounded. While this may be a reasonable mathematematical 
definition of stability, it is not the definition used in the interpretations 
in Fig. 1. To discuss stability from a physical standpoint, one commonly 
requires that the boundary conditions not only be proper and bounded but also 
that they be "retarded" (or "causal") conditions. Roughly speaking, retarded 
boundary conditions are the subset of proper boundary conditions which maximizes 
the prescribed conditions to the earliest possible time (see below). The con­
cept is similar to the familiar advanced and retarded solutions of Maxwell's 
equations, except that we are now dealing with mixed boundary value problems.
This additional physical (not mathematical) requirement of retarded boundary 
conditions is the reason for the difference in interpretation of figure 1A and 
IB (see section 4, case B).
For a system of partial differential equations in normal form, such
(9)as (1), the proper independent Cauchy conditions which yield a unique solution
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in the region t > 0, 0 < X < d are
u1(0,t), u2(d,t) , u1(x,0), u2(x,0) (if c^ > 0 ,  c2 > 0) (5a)
u1(0,t), u2(0,t) , u1(x,0) u2(x,0) (if c1 >0, c2 < 0) (5b)
and similarly for the other two combinations of ^  ^ becomes infinite
(a semi-infinite system) there is no boundary condition at X = œ (t > 0). As 
noted above, there are other mathematical possibilities which are usually not 
accepted because of causality requirements. Thus, for a semi-infinite system, 
one could specify
u 1. ( 0 * t ) , u2(°’t)» ^(xjO) (if c l > 0 ,  c2 > 0) (5c)
rather than u^(0,t), u^(x,0), u2(x,0). However we think of u2(0,t) as being 
caused by the initial disturbances u2(x,0) and u^(x,0) - and we prefer to 
specify the cause rather than the effect. Thus, while (5c) are proper 
conditions, they are not retarded conditions.
For the single p.d.e. (2), the proper retarded conditions are
u(x,0), àu(x,t)/dt)t=Q (6a)
The spatial boundary conditions can take various forms. The most common are
u(0,t) , u(d,t) or else (ôu(x,t)/dx) , (du(x,t)/ôx) ,(if c. ,c0 >0) (6b)x—U x=d 1 2
However, if c^ >0, < 0, one must specify
u(0,t), (âu/ôx)x=Q (if c1 > 0 ,  c2 < 0) (6c)
Finally it should be observed that stability of a system may depend 
critically on whether all boundary conditions can be physically controlled 
(particularly the spatial conditions). If a condition can not be controlled, 
then it cannot be guaranteed to be bounded, which obviously can have
7reprecussions on the stability of the system,
III, General Features
Before considering examples related to GWE, we first comment on 
some general properties of linear partial differential equations, and how 
their solution is related to the plane wave approach.
in determining the nature of the solutions and the types of proper boundary 
conditions. Those equations which describe the propagation of disturbances 
have real characteristics (hyperbolic systems), and if the coefficients of 
the highest order derivatives are constants, the characteristics take the 
simple form x-ct = constant, where c is a constant ("characteristic velocity"). 
The number of characteristic velocities, c^, equals the order of the system 
of equations (e,g„, two for the system (1)),
A notable omission in many discussions of the plane wave method is 
any indication of the relationship between these waves and the characteristics. 
One of the few exceptions is the brief discussion given in reference 7 , ^ ^  
where the following simple, but important, relationship is noted
Here D(u)^(k),k) = 0 = D(uo,k^(u))) . This relationship between the characteristic 
velocity and the limiting phase velocity comes from the fact that the 
characteristics are determined by the highest order derivatives, and they in 
turn contribute the dominant terms to D(k,cu) when k or a) become large. The
Xim
I k|-*co
UD.(k)/k = c, = Xim uu/k„(u})l l l (7)
significance of the relationship (7) becomes particularly clear when one
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considers mixed boundary value problems (this is illustrated at the end of 
case A, section 4), For the present, however, we will consider other general 
features.
The relationship between plane waves, general solutions, 
characteristics, and boundaries can be illustrated by Fig«, 2„ Here, for 
simplicity, the situation has been depicted for a system of equations (such 
as (1)) which have only two characteristic velocities, c^ and With more
characteristics the analysis, of course, becomes more involved but the 
obvious generalization of Fig, 2 is still appropriate „ In Fig,, 2 the spatial- 
temporal region for a finite system (0 < x < d) is divided into regions 
separated by characteristic lines emanating from the intersection of the 
initial condition plane (t = 0), the boundary planes (x = 0,d), and all 
"reflected characteristics"«, We shall refer to these regions as characteristic 
regions (CR), In each CR a single plane wave can exist, and its behavior is 
governed by the dispersion relation. Except in very special cases (see 
equation (17)), such a single plane wave can not exist in all CRs and hence 
is not a solution of the equations, A single plane wave in one CR is generally 
associated with a number of waves in an adjoining CR which are required to 
satisfy the boundary conditions and the differential equation across the 
characteristics in Fig„ 2, In other words the plane wave is not a normal mode 
of the system (an¿independent mode of excitation satisfying the boundary con­
ditions and differential equations), The idea that one can nevertheless always 
analyze the spatial dependence of such a finite system in a complete Fourier 
series, exp (ikx), and that this method leads to the dispersion relation for 
real k, is erroneous (see section 4, case A),
To obtain solutions satisfying mixed boundary conditions, which are 
valid for allvCRs; is not a simple problem. If the system is semi-infinite 
(d = co in Fig, 2), there are only two CRs in Fig, 2 and one may usefully employ 
double Laplace transform or Green’s functions methods as illustrated in cases 
A and B of section 4, These methods can be used even for finite systems if 
the characteristic velocities all have one sign (cases C and D of section 4), 
Generally, however, for finite systems one apparently can only obtain solutions 
by a stepwise construction of solutions in each CR, To illustrate t h i s ^  
for equation (2), it is useful to introduce characteristics variables and 
write (2) in terms of these variables
c t - x x +c t
§ , *n.scl+c2 Cl-+C2
(8a)
assn bu (8b)
The solution in CR1 (figure 2) can be obtained by specifying u(x,0) and 
(du(x,t)/St) 0> using plane waves (with k = 2nu/d), In region 2, u/(x,t) is 
determined by the boundary condition, u(0,t), and the value of u(x,t) on the 
characteristic § = 0 (x = c^t). One has in CR2
u(?,Tl) - 0(5) + Yd) - Y(c25/ct) + b j W  J5d5' u(l',n') (9)
c25/c 1 0
where we have assumed that the boundary conditions are continuous at
(x=0, t=0) , so Y(0) = 0(0), The values of u(£,T]) along | = 0 and T| = c ^ > / c y
(i,e,, x = 0) are given which determine 0 and Y, To obtain u(§,T]) in CR2
(5)one must solve (9), which can be done by iterationv , if no simpler method
is available. Similarly, in CRS,‘one has the more awkward equation
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u(?,ti) = 0(5) + 'f(Ti) - 0 (ircn)> + b r? d?' r V  u d ' . V )  ao)
tt(T]) d/Ccj+c^)
where tt(TJ) = (c^Tl/c^) - d/c^. Now the conditions are given along x = d-c^t 
(Tj = d/(c^ + C2)) an<^  x = d (£ = ttOI)). Continuity is again assumed at x = d, 
t = 0«, Finally the simplest situation is in CR4 where the boundary conditions 
are at § = 0 and T| = 0, so
u(5,f|) = 0(5) + YOK - 0(0) - ’f(o) + b J?d?' / W  u(5',T|') (U)
0 0
There is obviously nothing elegant nor simple about iterating 
equations (9-11), Moreover, since one imposes retarded boundary conditions, 
it is necessary to solve (9) and (10) before proceeding to (11) - since the 
former solutions are required to specify the boundary conditions for (11).
The result of this discussion is to show that the asymptotic (t-*») properties 
of the solutions for bounded systems such as Fig. 2, are not easily obtained 
(at least by the above method - and the author knows of no other genera 1 
method). One is then forced to considering particular solutions in an attempt 
to establish instability (but this approach can not establish stability).
This is illustrated in the following section.
IV. Examples
In this section a number of examples related to the cases in Fig. 1, 
will be examined in order to illustrate possible misconceptions in the inter­
pretation of the dispersion relation, methods (and difficulties) of analysis, 
and various aspects of boundary conditions. Several unresolved physical and 
mathematical problems are also noted.
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Case A (Figure 1A)
We consider first a finite system, d > x > -d (t > 0) - which is 
perhaps the most difficult case. In such a system any function u(x,t) can be 
represented by the Fourier series
u(x,t) = S
n =  -co
ak(t) eikx (k = nn/d) ( 12)
where the spatial functions form a complete orthogonal set over the range 
d > x > -d. An elementary approach would be to substitute (12) into the 
differential equation (2), and perform the differentiations with respect to x 
and t. Then, using the orthogonality of the functions exp(ikx), one would 
obtain separate differential equations for each of the functions a^(t). These 
equations are readily solved in terms of the dispersion relation (3), and one 
would conclude that (12) equals
u(x,t) = gi(kx - o)+ (k)t) + B 0i(kx - <D_(k)t)j k k (13)
n =  -oo
where u) (k) are given by (4), and (A ,B ) are constants. These constants,K. K.
moreover, are determined by the initial conditions (6a), since
A^ + = (2d) 1 [* u(x,0) e ikxdx (14)
-d
■1 C \ UJ+ + (k)] = (2d) f (ôu(x,t)/ôt)t=0 e dx
-d
From these results one might conclude from figure 1A that the system is stable
if k > 2 b 2/(c, + c_), for then all (jd. (k) are real^^\ It would then follow 1 2  +
3*
that the absolute instability could be controlled if (c^ + c^) tt/2 b 2 > d
(and A^,Bq = 0). This would yield a precise condition for the "starting length"
(3)required for an absolute instability - that is, a minimum length, d,
12
necessary to produce an absolute instability,, The possibility of obtaining such 
information from Fig. 1A would obviously be of considerable interest.
While the above conclusions may appear reasonable, they are erroneous. 
The first indication that something is wrong with (13) is that it is completely 
determined by the initial conditions, (14), with no reference to boundary con­
ditions at x = + d. Actually (13) is the solution of (2) only in the CR1 of 
Fig. 2. Thus the above stability conclusions only refer to a very limited 
(and uninteresting) region of space-time. The error in the previous analysis 
is that (13) does not generally follow from (12). An infinite series such as 
(12) cannot generally be differentiated term-by-term with respect to x, since 
the resulting series commonly diverges. If one uses other methods which avoid 
such term-by-term differentiation the resulting equations for the a^(t) are 
no longer separable and do not lead to equation (13). As noted in the last 
section, one can obtain the solution in any CR by iterating the appropriate 
integral equation, (9-11). This method of iteration is certainly not elegant, 
but it appears to be the only method for obtaining the general solution for
/ r \
finite systems (Green's function methods^ apparently yield only formal 
solutions, and Laplace transforms appear suitable only for semi-infinite 
systems, as discussed below). What is of greatest interest is the asymptotic 
behavior, lim u(x,t), but there seems to be no simple method for obtainingt~*O0
this result aside from "building up" the solution from one CR to the next.
This building process is generally very tedious, since one must iterate in 
each CR before (examining) the next CR. An exception, which however is largely 
of only academic interest, is illustrated below.
In lieu of general solutions one is forced to consider particular
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solutions which satisfy prescribed boundary conditions (and hence are valid 
for all t, in contrast to (13))» By this method one can at least establish 
that the above criterion for a "starting length" is incorrect» The shortcoming 
of this approach is that one can not establish any new criterion for this 
"starting length"» In fact, one can not prove by this method that a "starting 
length" even exists»
To show that the system can be unstable even when rr/d > 2 b2/{c.j+c2) 
and A = B =0, we look for a particular solution
u(x,t) = s f e1(k+ (a,)-Bt) +8 Ü) to U) (15a)
where k+ (o)) are given by (4), and the series is over a finite set of u). The 
allowed values of uo are now determined by the boundary conditions, which we 
take to be u(+ d,t) = 0» These conditions are satisfied if sin(k+-k )d = 0, 
which yields the allowed values
U)n = ±(c1 + c2) 1 [(nnc1c2/d)2 - 4c1c2b]2 (n = 1,2,»»») (15b)
Also, by an appropriate choice of (f^, g^) , one can make A^ = B^ = 0 in 
equation (14)» We see from (15b) that the particular solution (15a) can be
j, i, y
unstable even if rr/d > 2 b2/(c.j+c2), namely if 2(b/c^c2)2 > n/d > 2 b 2/(c.j+c2)
which can always be satisfied for some d» Thus the previous criterion for
stability is incorrect, but no new general criterion is thereby obtained»
To obtain anything substantially different from (15) requires the
use of entirely different boundary conditions, A particularly interesting
possibility is to consider the functions u^(x,t) (j = 1,2) and the boundary
conditions u^(-d,t) = 0, u2(d,t) = 0» Such boundary conditions do not imply
that u(+d,t) are bounded, and therefore they are (in some sense) weaker than
14 -
the previous conditions. One again looks for a particular solution
u.(K>t) - S f e « k- + X - <*> + g ei(k_x-ajt) 
j m juj
Equation (1) is satisfied provided that k+ are given by (4) and
i(“CJD + k c ) f + b f = 0; i(-0) k c ) g. + b g = 0, Using these + 1 Id) 1 2u) + - 1 la) 1 2(d
and the above boundary conditions, the allowed (jd3 s are given by;
(cl+c2) U) sin(k+-k_)d + i c1c2(k+-k_) cos (k+-k_)d = 0 (16b)
Rather surprisingly (16b) has no solutions for real uo, since k_^ (cu) is real for 
real u). If oj = i y  ( y  > 0) , (16b) can only be satisfied if one of the tri­
gonometric terms is negative. Since (k.-k ) has a maximum real value for all 
y , this instability can be eliminated by reducing the value of d. Finally, if 
Reap £ 0, then a more involved analysis shows that Imcw < 0, corresponding to 
damped oscillations. Thus, under even these weaker boundary conditions, 
these particular solutions can be stabilized by making d sufficiently small.
A conclusive result could be obtained if one could find a particular 
solution which is always unstable, regardless of the value of d. In that case 
one would know that a "starting length" does not exist. Several other unsuccess­
ful attempts were made to find such a solution, so that it appears that such 
a starting length does exist, although its value is not known. Obviously 
this method of seeking particular unstable solutions is unsatisfactory, and a 
conclusive method would be of considerable interest.
As a final example of the nature of solutions in finite systems, 
we consider the case b = 0. In this case the solution may be obtained in all 
of the CRs of Fig. 2, because equations (9-11) no longer require iteration - 
i.e., the solution in each CR is given directly by the boundary conditions.
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From the point of view of plane waves, this case is simple because tu+ = c^k, 
and au_ = -c^k, so that (kx-uj+ t) = “(c^+c2) k? and (kx-u) t) = (c +^c2) kT|, where 
 ^and T| are the characteristic variables (8a)„ In other words each plane wave 
is a function of only one characteristic. The result of this is that, on 
crossing a chracteristic in Fig. 2, one entirely loses the wave involving 
that characteristic variable. To illustrate this point and to show that (13) 
is not generally correct, consider the case where in CR1 the desired solution 
is
(in CR1) u(x,t) - a^ sin k^(x-c^t) + a^ sin k^ix+c^t) (16)
Furthermore, we require u(0,t) = 0 = u(d,t), so k = nn/d. Using these boundary 
conditions, together with the function in CR1, one can obtain the solutions in 
CR2, CR3, CR4, etc., of Fig. 2 by using equations (9-11, etc.). The result 
of this is that u(x,t) equals”
(in GR2) a2 sin ( c ^ / c ^ ) (x-c^ t) + a2 sin k2(x+c2t)
(in CR3) a^ sin k]_(x-c t)+ a sin(c1k1/c2)(x+c t-6^)
(in CR4) a2 sin(c k /c ) (x-^t) + a sinic^ /c )(jcfc t-6^
(in CR5) a1 sin k-^x-c^-K^ ) + sinic^/c^(x+c2t-61) (17)
(in CR6) a2 s i n ^ k ^ c ^ )  (x-c^t) + a2 sin k^x+c^-S^)
(in CR7) a^ sin k^(x-c^t+62) + a2 sin k2(x+c2t-6^) 
where 6. = (c^+c2)d/c^. Several facts are illustrated by this result:
i) In CR2 the amplitude depends only on a , the amplitude of the CR1 wave 
depending on 7]. The first term in CR2 is required in order to satisfy 
the boundary condition. It has a new "wavelength” , c ^ k ^ / c ^ , which is 
not generally equal to nn/d.
ii) Similarly, in CR3, the amplitude a2 of the CR1 wave depending on § does
16
not appear» The new !,wavelength’‘ is now c^k^/c^o In CR4 only these two 
new wavelengths appear,
iii) Proceeding to CR7 one finds that the solution is periodic, with a period
(ci“,_C2)d/C2Ci (see 2), which is independent of the initial conditions
(e,g,, the wavelengths),
iv) The usual wave equation (c^c^c) is the only case in which a single
standing wave can exist for all t (by taking k^=k2 and ap=a2^  ° ^  ci anc* 
c^ are not commensurable the Fourier decomposition, (12), of (16) and 
(17) involves all wave numbers. Moreover, this decomposition does not. 
lead to a solution of the form (13) (with yu+ = e^k, (jo = -c^k).
If b / 0 the solutions in the various CRs are much more involved than 
those in (16) and (17), For example, if in CR1 u(x,t) = sin(kx - (jut), then 
in CR2 u(^,T|) is given by (9), which now becomes
,T| -
u(5,T]) = sin(f)T|) - sin(Qc 5/c ) + b J* dT\f d§ ' u(^',T]/)
c 2%/ cl o
where Q = kc^-au(k), k = nrr/d„ A few iterations of this equation readily 
convinces one that u(£,T|) is indeed a complicated function (and this, of course, 
is just for one CR)» Such iterations are not always impractical, however, as 
will be illustrated below in case C„
If the system is semi-infinite (d-*co in Fig, 2), then one may usefully 
employ double Laplace transforms to obtain the solution in CR1 and CR2 (which 
are the only remaining regions). Multiplying (1) by e ^  and integrating 
(0 < x < co, 0 < t < co) yields
(p+^q) u 1 + b1u2 = ux(p) + c1u-i(q); (p-c2q) u2 + b ^  = u2(p) - c ^ t q )
17 -
where the bar (tilde) represents the space (time) transforms. The functions 
on the right side are the transforms of the functions along t=- or x=0.
r*»j
Solving for ïï (p,q)
D (p ,q )  u t ( p , q )  = ( p - c 2q) [u^ (p)+c ^  (q ) ]  - b ^ u ^  ( p ) - c ^  (q) ]
D(p,q) = (p+c1q) (p-c2q) - b ^  = p ^ ^ - c ^ p q - c ^ q ^ b  (18)
The inversion of (18) is not entirely trivial because the four boundary condi­
tions on the right side are not all independent functions (see (5c)). The 
inter-relationship between these transformed functions is given by the follow­
ing important condition:
For all (p,q) such that Re p > p^, Re q > q^, where (Pq »^) are
sufficiently large finite positive numbers, the transformed (19)
/-w
functions Ih(p,q) must be analytic.
(13)One can prove that this is both necessary and sufficient to
insure that the resulting functions, u^(x,t), satisfy the prescribed boundary 
conditions (5c). The remaining function (e.g„, u2(0,t) or u2(p)) is determined 
by the condition (19). It should be noted that (19) is automatically satisfied 
if all characteristic velocities are positive. This is a consequence of the 
relationship (7). It should also be noted that (19) is not related to retarded 
boundary conditions (see Case B) .
There are two cases of particular interest: 
i) boundary value problem: e.g., u^(0,t) ^ 0, u^(x,0) = 0 = u2(x^0)
ii) initial value problem: e.g., u^(0,t) = 0, u^(x,0) # 0, u2(x,0) = 0.
We emphasize again that the treatment in these two cases is not 
symétrie in space-time. If it were, the initial value problem would read
18
u^(0,t) = 0 = u^COjt), u^(x,0) ^ Oo The latter is mathematically permissible, 
but is not retarded (causal) boundary condition (see case B).
Consider first the boundary value problem (i), so (18) yields
U]_(p,q) = [(p"C2q) u^Cp) - b1u'2(p)]/D(p,q) (20)
2 2c^+c^) p - 4bc^c2 , which are the roots of
/■w
D(p,q(p)) = 0. In order to satisfy (19) one must require that u , have no
(14) ~singularities when q = q_^ (p) . Hence one concludes that b^u2(p) =
Also let V c2 1q+ (p) = I T T  p ± I T T  
-  1 2  1 2 V(
[p-c2q+ (p)]u,(p). Now carrying out the inversion integral over q yields 
u^ip»*) = eq-^P')X [p-c2q_(p) - (P-C2q+(P))] 'u1(p)/(-c1c2) (q_-q+ )
= - - V  e<-(P)x uWp) (21)
C1 2
The poles of u^(p), say at p = + ioD (where uo is the imposed frequency), yield 
simple oscillatory terms in both space and time. However, the branch points 
of q (p)(p = + 2bc^c2/(c^+c2), will cause the contour integral around the 
resulting cut to yield a time increasing term (An integral involving ept, 
over Rep > 0) which also grows in space in the direction of the larger char­
acteristic velocity (this is due to the term (c^-c2)p/2c^c2 in q , and 
Rep > 0). Since the instability arises from the branch points, the applied 
frequency (au) only has a weak influence on the unstable character.
The initial value problem (ii) is similar, but slightly more 
complicated than the case (i)„ In place of (20) one now has 
u1(p,q) = [(p-c2q) c1u1(q) - bjU^p)]/D(p ,q)
and (19) now requires that b^u2(p) = (p-c2q+ (p))c^u’^ (q+ (p)). To make matters 
_ 2 2simple, let u^(q) = k/(q +k ) (i.e., u^(x,0) = sinkx). Performing the inversion 
integral over q then yields
- 19 -
(p-ikc2)c1e:Lkx (p+ikc2)c1e lkx
“l(p’x) = 2iD(p,ik) ' ( 22)2iD(p,-ik)
+ eq-^P')x [ (p-c2q_ (p))c1u1(q_(p)) - bu^Cp)] / ( - c ^ )  (q_~ c^)
The first two terms are just what one obtains in an infinite system, whereas
the third group represents the complicated change in the solution going from
CR1 to CR2 (Fig. 2). It is easy to show that the last group in (22) makes no
contribution in CR1. To show this, first note that for large positive Rep,
q (p) ~ p/c1 (this is an example of an application of (7)). Therefore the
+pt+q (p)xinversion of the last term of (22), which contains the factor e - -*
n i t  ” x  /  c  )eFV V  for Rep + oo„ Now in CR1, t-x/c^ < 0. This means that for CR1
the p contours may be closed to the right where there are no singularities, 
so it contributes nothing to the solution. This type of result is entirely 
general. It simply means that in CR1 the system behaves as if it were 
infinite - because the "boundary information" has not arrived.
While the solution in CR2 is rather complicated, it has essentially 
the same features as case (i). This is because the behavior of the system is 
again largely determined by the contour around the branch points of q_(p).
The temporal instability arising from the poles of the first two terms (if 
k < 2v/b/c^+c^) k (very long wave length). Thus the system is unstable for 
for all k perturbations, and they can grow faster in time than predicated by 
iu(k).
Case B (Figure IB)
The only formal difference between this case and case A is that the
sign of b is changed. One can therefore refer to the previous analysis, and 
find that the interpretation accompanying Fig. IB is correct for a semi-infinite
20  -
system (equations (18) - (22)).
This leaves only two points to examine;
1. For a semi-infinite system, the boundaries are invariant under 
the interchange of x and t. Moreover this interchange is essentially equivalent 
to changing the sign of b in (2). Thus case B is mathematically equivalent 
to case A, with the interchange of x and t( or cu and k in Fig. 1). Given this
mathematical equivalence, it is reasonable to ask why the physical interpreta-
!
tion of these two cases is so different? The reason for this difference is 
due to the additional physical requirement of retarded boundary conditions, 
which is not invariant under the interchange of x and t.
This can be illustrated by taking the "advanced" initial condition
problem
<-^(0,0 = 0 = u2(0,t); u^XjO) i  0
Equation (18) now becomes
D(p,q) u1(p,q) = (p-c2q) CjU^q) + b ^ u ^ q )  .
The roots of D(p,q) = 0 are now p + (q) = ^(c^-c^) q ±  h V (c^+c2)2q2-4 1 b | 
Condition (19) requires that (p+ (q)-c2q)c1'u1 (q) + b ^ u ^ q )  = 0, which 
determines u2(q). Taking the p-inversion yields
u1(q,t) = [p_(q) - p+(q)] 1 [ (p_ (q) -c2q) c1u1(q) + b1c2u2(q)]eP-<-q)t
- ul(q) eP-(q)t
This is analogous to (21), and has the same type of instabilities (with x and 
t interchanged) due to the cut between the branch points of p (q). The above 
result is considered physically unacceptable because it amounts to allowing 
u2(x,0) to be unbounded as x - in other words, an unbounded retarded
21 -
\
boundary condition.
2. The second point concerns the behavior of a finite system, which 
is not invariant under the (x,t) interchange. The difficulties discussed in 
case A apply also in the present case because the sign of b does not influence 
the characteristics (Fig. 2). All particular solutions which were investigated 
yielded stable solutions, but a general proof of stability is lacking.
Case C (Figure 1C)
A finite (or semi-infinite) convectively unstable system is of 
considerable practical, as well as theoretical interest. Historically^"^ 
such a system gave rise to questions concerning the interpretation of dispersion 
relations in plasma physics. Recently spatial measurementsv of the stationary 
fluctuations in such plasmas have been considered as a check of the theoretical
analysis of instabilities. One of the points to be made in this section is
(1?)the incompleteness of the existing analyses ' of such problems.
In the present case Fig. 2 is replaced by Fig. 3, with only three 
CRs (we replace c^ by -c^ in eqs. (l)-(2), and (8a), so that c^ is again 
positive in what follows). To be definite we have taken c^ > c^. The 
appropriate boundary conditions are now (5b) or (6,a,c). There is no boundary 
condition at x = d, so this boundary has no influence on the solution. (See 
Case D for an example of an improper boundary condition). A finite and semi­
infinite system therefore have the same behavior for all values of x which 
they have in common. Moreover, because the boundary conditions at x = 0 
(t > 0) and t = 0 (x > 0) are entirely symmetric, there is no decision to be 
made about retarded boundary conditions. The initial and boundary value 
problem are entirely equivalent, and independent of one another.
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The fact that a system with all positive characteristic velocities
(such as Fig„ 3) is convective follows trivially from general properties noted
in section 3. A disturbance in CR1 of Fig. 3 is determined entirely by the
initial conditions (t = 0, x > 0) , and moreover has no influence on the solution
in CR3. Thus the influence of an initial perturbation vanishes at a point x
after a time s/c . , where c . is the minimum characteristic velocity (c .min min min
= c_ in the present case). Also, for a time less than x/c , such an initial 2 r max
perturbation behaves as it would in an infinite system because the influence
of boundary conditions has not occurred. For such an infinite system (or in
CR1) a useful measure of^^ the convective velocity of instabilities is
(U)=U) +icu. ) r i
(23)
o
where k is such that uu.(k ) is maximum. Hence v is the "group velocity" of o l o o
the most unstable mode. It is clear, however, that quite generally c > v .max o
As a consequence the usefulness of (23) is restricted to a limited duration.
To illustrate this for the GWE, we find from (4) that k = 0  ando
v = %(c +c_). A localized disturbance starting at x and propagating with o 1 2 o
the velocity v enters CR2 in a time x /(c -v ) = 2x /(c.-c.) (see Fig. 3). y o o max o o 1 2
After this time the solution no longer behaves as if the system were infinite, 
and (23) is no longer useful.
From these considerations it is clear that an accurate description 
of a convective instability in a finite system requires some knowledge of the 
behavior of solutions in the intermediate CRs (e.g., CR2 of Fig. 3). The 
theoretical studies to d a t e ^ ^  have ignored such questions by using an ad hoc
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method for introducing spatial variations, based on concepts found useful for
homogeneous infinite systems (the standard procedure being to replace 3/dt by 
a a
74 + "iT~> where v = (Bu) /3k) - see the discussion below, ot g dx g r
The solutions in the intermediate CRs are generally very involved 
if one has a single plane wave solution in CR1. Indeed, as will become clear 
from the example below, it is not particularly illuminating to examine the 
future development of a single plane wave as it passes into CR2. The resulting 
functional form is too complicated to be of more than marginal, use, even for 
the relatively simple GWE.
The solution in CR2 can be obtained by several methods. Rather than 
use the double Laplace transform method, we will iterate the modified form of
( 11)
u(s,n> - 0 d )  + Yon) - y(o) + b j*5 d|' dT|' u(5',!)')
We consider a plane wave initial value problem
u(x,t) = 0 (in CR3) and u(x,t) = sin (kx-oot) (in CR1) (24)
where (k,uj) satisfy the dispersion relation. Then, for § = 0 (x=c^t) 
u(0,T]) = Y(T|) = sin (kc^-w)T], and for T]=0 (x=c2t) u(|,0) vanishes so that 
0(5) - 0. The integral equation therefore becomes
'5 « /  rDu(?,T|) = s in  QT] +  b J ?  d | '  J^ 1 d ll '  u (§ ' ,T | ' )
3.3
where Q = kc -a). By iterating one readily obtains 
1 2 2
u(5 ,T]) = sin QT1 + ^  (1-cos OT]) + (7) - ^ sin QTl)-f~^- (%T]2 +Q~2 cos fiT] - Q~2) +
JLoo k 2k+l= sinQT] cos(b5/Q)-cosQT) sin(b5/fi) + y —— —  y .(.k^ l))
k=0 Q2k+1 S7|2k+1 ¿ 0  U l ) 2
The summation over i  yields I (2,^7]), where I (Z) is the modified BesselO K.
function of the first kind. Now consider the functions
24 -
0V(5,T|) = (l/Tl)v/2 I^CVblTl) (25a)
These functions have the property
50 /as = Jb 0 : 30 /ail -  Jb 0 (25b)V V-1 u u+l
Using this result one can write the above solution in CR2 in the form
u(? ,T]) = sin(QT|-b£Q l ) + S (-1)
k=0
vk b£_ (2k+l)/2
02T|
I2k+i ( 2 > P ) (26a)
or, alternatively, in the form
2k+l
,r ^  ^ r 1 -.k CT) (bgTl) " ..k £ Q  2 ,,a
(S.1!) kE0( ) (2k+X+l)'. k=0  ^ 1; bS I2k+l/2''b^b? (26b)
Equation (26a) is most useful if § is small, where (26b) is useful for small T|. 
Obviously the plane wave (24) is associated with a fairly complex solution in 
CR2. In this region ¡*>0, T|>0(b>0 ) , so the modified Bessel functions always 
have a real argument,, The summation differs considerably, however, for real 
and complex Q(stable or unstable solution in CR1), so it is perhaps not obvious 
that the solution in CR2 is unstable (convectively) indepentdent of Q. None- 
the less, this is the case, and for large (on the bisecting line of CR2) 
the solution is dominated by exp(2\/b5T)) from the asymptotic behavior of 
I (Vb|Tl). The solution therefore continues to grow in time in CR2, then 
finally decays to zero for t = x/c^ The growth in CR2 is essentially as
exp(y(x)t2), and cannot be characterized by a simple growth rate. More
(18) sgenerallyv one can expect growth going as exp (y(x)t ), where s<l, followed
by a decay for larger t„ An important aspect to note so that any disturbance
in CR1 tends to grow in CR2 before it finally convects away,
A very interesting problem for convective systems is to determine the
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stationary state resulting from (thermal) fluctuations^^^^. In a convective 
system each fluctuation has a finite lifetime at any fixed point x. However, 
new fluctuations are continually being generated, which means that a 
(statistical) stationary state of fluctuations will result, and the level of 
the fluctuations will depend on x. One elementary estimate for this level is 
to note that, for an infinite system, the most unstable fluctuation grows as 
e^t (y=niax. cu^ ) and has a velocity v , eq. (23). If the observation point is 
a distance x from the boundary, a disturbance starting at x=0 will have in-
V X / V 0creased by a factor eY o upon reaching x. This indicates that the level of
fluctuations should go as exp(yx/vQ). The simplicity of this estimate is,
unfortunately, its only good quality, since the above argument is certainly
V tnot valid. (The behavior of a disturbance in CR1, namely e T , is being
evaluated at t = x/v > x/c which is in CR2.) In fact there are theoreticalo max
situations in which the fluctuation level can be arbitrarily larger than 
exp(yx/vQ), or else smaller than this estimate.
An alternative argument is to say that, since one is interested in 
a stationary state, what one should consider is Im k(uo) for real u)° If 
CT = max(-Im k) for all real cu, then one might conclude that the level of 
fluctuations should go as exp(crx). There is no objection to this estimate 
which is as simple as for the previous estimate. On the other hand one can 
not be very impressed by the rigor of the argument. If this latter estimate 
is correct, and there are particular cases where it appears reasonable, it 
would be very interesting to have a proof of its validity or limitations (e.g., 
one can not use this reasoning for an absolute instability where there is no 
stationary state, yet cj = Q) . It is clear from the above example that the
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way not to proceed is to obtain the history of individual plane wave solutions« 
Case C (Figure 1C)
This is undoubtedly the least interesting case. The standard inter­
pretation is unaffected by the system being finite. This can be seen to be 
true even in intermediate CRs, by simply changing the sign of b in (24).
The system is therefore stable for all space-time. To make this case a little 
interesting, we illustrate a point concerning boundary conditions by exhibit­
ing an unstable solution. The solution is
u(x,t) = cosXx CTX"1"Yt (27a)
-1 2where X=rr/2d, a = ( c ^ + c ^ y / l c ^  and y = (c1-c2) [4^0 b-(nc^/d) . The
constant d is taken large enough for y to be real. This satisfies (2) (with 
(c^jb) replaced by (~c ,-b)), together with the boundary conditions
u(-d,t) = 0 = u(d , t) (27b)
This shows that one can easily obtain unstable solutions, even in the present 
case, by using improper (i.e., irrelevant) boundary conditions. The second 
boundary condition in (27b) is not one which insures a unique solution - indeed 
its satisfaction can not be generally required. The remaining proper boundary 
condition, (du/3x) __d , has the value Xe^"1"^ for the solution (27a). Hence 
the unstable solution (27a) is a result of an unbounded proper boundary 
condition. As discussed in section 2, a solution such as (27a) is certainly 
allowed if one can not physically guarantee that (du/dx)^_ is in fact 
bounded. It is important, therefore, to establish that the proper boundary 
conditions can be controlled before stability can be assured - even in the 
present simple case.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this study is to illustrate a number of features of 
solutions which satisfy mixed boundary conditions and to relate them to the 
plane wave method. We now summarize some of these conclusions:
Figure 1A: The absolute instability apparently is stabilized by reducing the
size of the finite system, but a general proof is lacking. It is 
clear, however, that the stabilizing length is not simply related 
to Fig. 1A. For a semi-infinite system the solutions may be unstable 
for any initial k perturbation. Any perturbation at the boundary 
(x=0) generally produces modes which grow in time, and in space in 
the direction of the largest characteristic velocity. The nature of 
these instabilities are not simply related to the initial or boundary 
disturbances (e.g., the real u) or real k values).
Figure IB: The usual interpretation is valid for semi-infinite systems because
of the requirement of retarded boundary conditions. Whether or not 
bounded systems are always stable appears to be a very difficult 
question to answer. No general, usable method of analysis for obtain­
ing the asymptotic behavior (t -* <») of the; solutions for bounded 
systems appears to be known.
Figure 1C: A convective instability remains convective in a finite or semi­
infinite system. The nature of the instability, and in particular 
the velocity of convection, is significantly altered in intermediate 
characteristic regions (e.g., CR2 of Fig. 3). If one characteristic 
velocity is very small, the instability can be essentially absolute 
in character (i.e., over a long period of time) rather than
28
convective - frequently growing as exp (y(x)t ), s < 1, before 
it finally decays.
Figure ID: The system is always stable (propagating) provided that one can
ensure the boundedness of all the proper boundary conditions.
Note: Subsequent to the above investigations several other references related
to finite geometries have come to the author's attention and should be 
noted*'19  ^.
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Figure 1A Figure 1B
b > 0, > 0: absolute instability; b < 0, c^c2 > 0: stable;
spatial growth in direction of larger evanescent (or blocking)
characteristic velocity.
Figure 1C Figure ID
b > 0, c > 0, C2 < 0: convective
instability; amplifying waves in positive 
direction.
b <, c^ > 0, C2 < 0: no instab­
ility, propagating waves.
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Figure 2
Characteristic Regions
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Figure 3
Convective Characteristic Regions
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